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Abstract: With an increasing capacity of inverter-based generation and with a 100% renewable energy
power system on the horizon, grid forming converters have the potential to become the prevalent
control mode in the grid. Thus, the correct performance of these devices is going to be crucial for
system stability and security of supply. Most research related to the grid-forming control is focused
on normal operating conditions, although significant effort has been devoted to current limitation
strategies to ensure Low Voltage Ride Through (LVRT) capability. However, most contributions
usually consider only balanced faults. This paper, proposes a new current limiting method based on
the well-known threshold virtual impedance (TVI) that keeps the voltage source behaviour associated
to the grid forming (GFM) capability, even when the current limit is reached, while reducing the
voltage unbalance according to user-defined settings.

Keywords: grid forming; inverter-based generation; power quality; LVRT; unbalanced faults

1. Introduction

The majority of the inverter-based generation (IBG) connected to the grid is presently
based on grid following (GFL) technology. These devices have a phase locked loop (PLL) in
order to synchronize with the grid voltage and behave as current sources. As the share of
IBG increases, large parts of the system may be operated without synchronous machines.

In such a scenario, grid-forming (GFM) controls may be required to endow the con-
verter with a voltage source behaviour and so provide the reference for frequency and
voltage. However, this change comes at a price: the current exchanged with the grid
depends on the impedance between the grid and the converter (two voltage sources). For
large voltage differences (amplitude or phase) between both voltage sources, the current
can be higher than the converter nominal value for a determined period of time. Compared
to synchronous machines that can support several times its rated current, power electronics
can only hold small over currents (20–40%). Therefore, inverters need to be protected
against any event leading to over currents such as short circuits, phase shifts or even
connection of large loads.

Many current limiting strategies have been proposed in the technical literature for
GFM converters. One simple option consists in adding saturations to the cascaded
proportional-integral (PI) inner control loops. Other authors have proposed to switch
the control to a PLL-based current control during grid faults in order to keep the synchro-
nism with the system while still limiting the current [1]. The main drawback of this method
is the requirement of a complex algorithm for fault detection and triggering conditions
setting.

Recently, some concepts based on Threshold Virtual Impedance (TVI) have been
proposed for current limiting purposes [2,3]. The idea is to implement a control structure
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capable of emulating the effect of a physical impedance when the current exceeds a pre-
selected trigger value. The TVI limits the output current of the inverter by virtually
increasing the impedance between the limited inverter and the grid, using a control
algorithm. In short, a virtual impedance is basically an estimated voltage difference,
proportional to the amount of current injected by the inverter. So, by applying this voltage
difference at the output, the behaviour of the system will be similar to a voltage source in
series with a variable impedance. Usually, TVI controls are divided into three steps [4]:

(1) Overcurrent detection and virtual impedance activation,
(2) Virtual impedance calculation and
(3) AC voltage droop estimation.

Once all the three steps are performed, the estimated AC voltage droop is applied at
the output voltage following different strategies depending on the grid forming algorithm.
Some grid forming controls have a virtual impedance per each phase [5], others control
only in the voltage module [6], while the majority of them implement the algorithm in DQ
reference frame [1,7,8].

Indeed, many different implementations have been proposed to achieve grid forming
capability. In the present paper the grid forming control is implemented in DQ reference
frame without sequence separation [9]. However, this DQ reference frame can also be
implemented with separated sequences: positive (PS), negative (NS) and zero [10]. The
TVI current limiting strategy can be implemented in many ways related to sequences and
independently of the main control strategy. Some of these ways are enumerated below:

• Positive and negative sequences completely separated in DQ frame [10];
• Without sequence separation in unsaturated mode but the TVI activation with sepa-

rated sequences;
• With separated sequences at the outer control loops (and TVI activation) but without

separating sequences at the inner control loops;
• With separated sequences but using a current source for the NS (PI control loop).

In the present paper, from a solution based on a DQ reference frame without sequence
separation (unsaturated mode), a new TVI with separated and configurable thresholds and
gains for each sequence is proposed.

2. Requirements for Current Limiting Methods

In addition to protecting the inverter from any damage, current limitation control
must comply with certain stability and performance requirements. They are related to
low-voltage or fault ride through (LVRT or FRT) specifications that usually include a certain
withstand capability together with droop characteristics and dynamic requirements on the
injected current as well as prioritization strategies and fast power recovery. On top of it,
when a safe and stable operation is achieved, the inverter should contribute to minimize
disturbances and ensure grid power quality, limiting voltage variations and countering
unbalance and harmonic distortion. In order to assess the different methods to limit the
inverter current, several basic criteria can be listed:

• The ability to limit the output current below the inverter maximum value without
disconnection by internal protections;

• The ability to remain synchronized to other inverters/generation units during tran-
sients. Transition between normal and current limiting mode must be as smooth as
possible to ensure stability;

• The ability to support the grid providing inertial response, system strength, reducing
unbalances and absorbing harmonic currents.

The first two features are mandatory, and the correct behaviour of the current limita-
tion strategy is relatively easy to assess from the control design perspective considering
standard FRT profiles and worst-case scenarios for grid conditions. However, the power
quality characteristic and the expected behaviour during faults may vary depending on
national implementations of grid codes and even location. Although there are no grid
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codes for utility scale grid forming inverters in force at this moment (June, 2021), some
proposals are under discussion [11,12].

References [12,13] point out in the same direction regarding voltage unbalances or
asymmetries. According to both, the GFM should provide a low negative-sequence
impedance and therefore provide unbalanced currents to counteract asymmetric volt-
ages in the grid. However, what happens when the inverter current limit is reached is not
clear. Based on the existing grid codes drafts and literature, in this work the following
requirements are considered relevant when an inverter faces unbalanced voltage dips:

• In normal operation, the capacity of the inverter to reduce voltage unbalances depends
on the negative sequence impedance, which should then be as low as possible. If
the negative sequence current is below the NS TVI threshold (current limit), the grid
forming inverter should compensate a large part of the unbalanced voltage at its
terminals (depending on the system impedance).

• When current limiting control is active, the ability to support the grid voltage at the
event of unbalanced voltages can be interpreted as a prioritization of the negative
sequence current over the positive sequence one.

• User defined setting should allow to define the share of positive and negative sequence
contribution.

3. Implemented Grid Forming Control and Sequence Model

Grid forming inverters are synchronised measuring only local electrical values, with-
out any communication. The active power—frequency droop control allows a simple
synchronisation process between several pieces of equipment operating in parallel. This
droop control is usually implemented with a low-pass filter (LPF) to eliminate the mea-
surement noise, but more importantly it also enables inertia provision. The LPF can be
implemented at two different locations: at the active power measurement or on the droop
error signal (measured active power—reference active power). The second option gives an
exact equivalent of the swing equation of a synchronous machine [4].

From the variety of control strategies proposed for grid-forming inverters, only few
studies are focused in high-power applications. However, these type of power ratings
can be crucial in the 100% renewable energy power system. If the grid forming control is
oriented to high-power systems, low switching frequencies are likely to cause large AC
voltage response times, a poorly damped system or a strong transient coupling between the
AC voltage and the active power. In such conditions, slow dynamics, restrained stability
regions or interactions between control loops can appear.

In order to improve the control performance, an inner control loop is used in many
control structures [14]. So, the aim of the inner control loop is to enhance the AC voltage
dynamics. In the present paper, cascaded voltage and current loops represented in the
dq synchronous rotating frame (SRF) [2,15] are used. Each loop consists of proportional-
integral controllers (PI), feed-forward decoupling terms and compensations. First, the AC
voltage loop generates the current reference for the current control loop, whose outputs are
the voltage references for the modulation. More details about the tuning method of these
controls can be found in [2,15,16].

The three-phase voltage source inverter is connected to the point of interconnection
(POI) through an LC filter. An ideal three-phase voltage source is considered as the main
grid with an inductance (LSC) limiting the short circuit current. A step-up transformer with
∆-Y (Dy11) connections is also considered (LTR). So, zero sequence currents cannot flow
through the transformer. Even though all the inductances have been considered with a
small resistive part, the resistive part is assumed to be very small.

Regarding the DC side, a primary power source is connected to the DC bus through a
DC-DC converter. The general overview of the system is shown in Figure 1.
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The system presented in Figure 1 can be modelled in sequences as depicted in Figure 2.
The zero sequence model is neglected due to transformer connections. The inner voltage
of the grid forming control should be positive sequence and fundamental frequency only.
Thus, in negative sequence the inverter does not present any voltage source behaviour.
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(b) negative.

The output of the droop voltage control is sent to a voltage regulator (inner voltage
control loop); this value is imposed at the controlled point (VPOI). As a consequence, in
steady state, all the impedances behind the voltage-controlled point are not seen by the
droop control [17]. Of course, the physical impedances are still there, but they will not take
part in the steady-state because the voltage drop will be compensated by the controller.
Along with the control algorithm, they will nonetheless determine the device transient
impedance, which is not the case of the primary voltage control of synchronous machines.
Indeed, the control of fast acting devices such as VSC impacts the system response at
the transient (around 100 ms) time scales, which is generally defined exclusively by the
electromagnetic design in synchronous generators (transient impedances xd’ and xq’) [18].
As will be shown in the next section, a GFM VSC can reach steady-state at 100ms following
reasonable voltage or load disturbances (not leading to current limitation).

For the positive sequence voltage, a grid forming control with droop and inner voltage
loop can be represented as a controlled voltage source in series with an impedance imposed
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by the droop control. On the other hand, the negative sequence circuit can be represented
just as an impedance presented by the grid forming inverter, which does not depend
only on physical elements (output power filter). It also relies on the control structure
and parameters. The whole system (control and power elements) can be represented in
sequences as depicted in Figure 2.

This way of modelling reduces the inverter and its control into a source (voltage
or current source), and an impedance. This Norton/Thevenin equivalent model can be
derived based on its control block diagram, by measuring directly the impedance of a real
equipment [19] or by simulation analysis of an accurate model [20], as will be shown in the
next section.

This impedance will determine the negative sequence current absorption and voltage
reduction during unsaturated mode, while the inverter does not reach the current limit.
Depending on the grid requirements, this impedance can be low enough or not. If it is not
enough, control structures oriented to reduce this impedance should be implemented.

In a more general way, for other frequencies different to the fundamental, from the
controlled voltage point only an equivalent inner impedance is seen, as the voltage source
is only at fundamental frequency. Even more, for high frequencies, beyond the bandwidth
of the VSC control, only the physical elements (filter) become relevant.

4. Simulation Model Description and Negative Sequence Impedance Model
Validation

In real equipment with digital control units, several delays appear related to the
implementation of the control algorithm. For example, the ADC (analog to digital converter)
modules to measure the current and voltage need a certain amount of time to convert
the data from analog to digital. Even more, to prevent the aliasing effect, usually ADCs
are associated to digital filters. So, the phase of the measured signals is not immediately
converted at the beginning of the algorithm execution, and the sampled signals at the
previous time are used at the start of the next algorithm execution. A control execution
time delay appears.

The simulation model has been implemented in the Matlab-simulink platform. The
inverter control described in Section 3 is implemented in programming Matlab language
and C++. In order to get a closer representation of the real equipment, the inverter model
block is implemented in discrete time frame with a control execution time of 200 µs, which
is two times faster than the switching frequency.

Voltage and current transductions along with the ADC are also modelled with an
equivalent delay and respective digital filters [21]. In short, the considered system model
is related to the OSMOSE WP3 demonstrator [9,22], which has been validated during
FATs [23]. The main electrical characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Main electrical characteristics of the system.

Parameter Value Unite

Grid nominal voltage 0.6 kV
Rated current 1000 A

Snom 1 MVA
Vdc BUS 1100 V

Inverter Switching Frequency 2.5 kHz
Inverter output inductance (Lfilter) 100 µH
Inverter output capacitance (Cfilter) 660 µF

Transformer leakage inductance (LTR) 70 µH
Grid impedance (LSC) 84 µH

The non-saturated mode negative impedance presented by the inverter is computed by
applying a voltage at the desired component (negative sequence in this case) and measuring
the current that flows to the inverter. As the grid impedances are known (Table 2), the
inverter impedance can be estimated based on Ohm’s law.
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Table 2. Grid impedance values.

SI ZTR (±50 Hz) ZSC (±50 Hz)

SI PU SI PU

Reactance 70 µH 0.063 84 µH 0.076
Resistance 0.01 Ω 0.028 0.015 Ω 0.043

4.1. Positive Sequence Model Validation

Looking at Figure 2a, it is possible to see that the droop control and the voltage set
point have an influence in the circuit. Thus, in order to make the validation simpler, the
effect of both is eliminated. If the voltage set point of the grid forming inverter is 1 pu
(Qset = 0) and the grid voltage drops to 0.9 pu, for a 0% droop static gain (Zdroop = 0), the
voltage at the POI (VPOI) is the same as the set point (1 pu). As this voltage depends on the
actuation of a PI regulator, transiently an impedance can appear, but after 100 ms (in fact in
less than <50 ms) the measured voltage is 1 pu.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of simulation results for the grid forming inverter with
the proposed control with inner control loops activated and deactivated. When inner
control loops are deactivated, as the droop controls are also simplified (static gain zero) the
inverter impedance is the same as the filter impedance. There is no control implemented,
only voltage/frequency set points.
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Figure 3. Grid forming inverter with the proposed control (blue) and with inner control loops deactivated (green) for a 10%
grid voltage drop.

However, with the proposed grid forming control, the physical impedances lose
relevance, and the system behaves as modelled in Figure 2a making the inverter transient
impedance (after around 100 ms) settable (droop gain) [24]. It is then worth noticing that a
GFM VSC can provide large system strength (low impedance) at the transient time frame.
At the first instants (sub-transient regime), the voltage drop is strongly influenced by the
filter impedance (physical impedance).

4.2. Negative Sequence Model Validation

To validate the NS model (Figure 2b), a 0.2 pu negative sequence voltage is applied
with a 0◦ phase shift, while the inverter is connected. According to the proposed model, the
measured negative sequence current will be determined by the grid short circuit impedance
(ZSC = 0.043 + 0.076 jpu), the transformer impedance (ZTR = 0.028 + 0.063 jpu) and the
inverter impedance. This last impedance depends on the implemented control and output
power filter.

After applying this NS voltage, the measured current is Ins = 0.56 pu, and the measured
NS voltage VPOIns = 0.127 pu, see Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Simulation results, negative sequence voltage and current at VPOI applying a 0.2 pu negative sequence voltage at
the grid (Vgns).

Measured apparent power is 0.07 pu (Sns = Ins · VPOIns). Active power is Pns = 0.049 pu,
and reactive power is Qns = 0.047 pu (Figure 5). From measured voltage and current, it is
possible to estimate the absolute value of the inverter impedance, Equation (1), and total
system impedance (2).

|Zinv_ns| =
VPOIns
IPOIns

=
0.127
0.56

= 0.226 pu (1)

|Ztotal_ns| =
Vgns
Igns

=
0.2

0.56
= 0.357 pu (2)
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Figure 5. Simulation results, negative active and reactive power at VPOI applying a 0.2 pu negative
sequence voltage at the grid (Vgns).

The same way, it is possible to estimate the real and imaginary part of the inverter
impedance (Equations (3) and (4)), based on the measured NS active and reactive power:

imag(Zinv_ns) = |Zinv_ns|·sin
(

atan
(

Qns
Pns

))
= 0.149 pu (3)

real(Zinv_ns) = |Zinv_ns|·cos
(

atan
(

Qns
Pns

))
= 0.1566 pu (4)

The measured impedance is not the same as the output filter. The control algorithm
has an impact on the impedance presented by the inverter. To verify the impedance
measurement, the negative sequence voltage is applied with 4 different phase shifts: 0◦,
90◦, 180◦ and 270◦ phase shift to the positive sequence voltage, Table 3.
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Table 3. Summary of estimated negative sequence impedances based on simulation results.

VPOIns Igns Pns/Qns Igns

Case 2-a: 0◦
d −0.127 d 0.34 Pns −0.051 active −203 A
q 0.017 q −0.39 Qns −0.04 reactive −164 A

Case 2-b: 90◦
d 0.128 d −0.34 Pns −0.051 active −203 A
q −0.019 q 0.39 Qns −0.04 reactive −164 A

Case 2-c: 180◦
d 0.127 d −0.34 Pns −0.051 active −203 A
q 0.017 q −0.39 Qns −0.04 reactive −164 A

Case 2-d: 270◦
d −0.128 d 0.34 Pns −0.051 active −203 A
q −0.019 q 0.39 Qns −0.04 reactive −164 A

In the next step, the linearity of the estimated impedance is tested. To analyse the
linearity of the impedance, in a second step the applied NS voltage (Vgns) is increased
to 0.3 pu. After applying this NS voltage, the measured current is Ins = 0.84 pu, and the
measured NS voltage VPOIns = 0.19 pu, see Figure 6.
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Assuming the same impedances for Zinv_ns and Ztotal_ns the theoretical VPOIns and Ins
should be:

VPOIns = Vgns
Zinv_ns
Ztotal_ns

= 0.3·0.226
0.357

= 0.19 pu (5)

Ins =
Vgns

Ztotal_ns
=

0.3
0.357

= 0.84 pu (6)

Looking at the simulation results, the measured NS voltage and current have the same
value as described in Equations (5) and (6). So, the internal impedance of the inverter
can be considered constant for different phase shifts (Table 3) and linear with the voltage
amplitude.

5. Threshold Virtual Impedance Method for Current Limiting

In the present paper, three different TVI-based current limiting methods are analysed.
The first method is the simplest and is oriented to balanced faults or events. This method
can be found in several studies [4,25] and has proven effective in many cases. However, to
the knowledge of the authors, it is always used in balanced voltage events.

The current module is estimated in dq [4] or in αβ [25] reference frame without
considering sequence separation, Equation (7).

Imod =
√

Id
2 + Iq2 =

√
Idlpha

2 + Ibeta
2 (7)

If the current injected by the inverter is below the maximum trigger value (Imax), the
virtual impedance value is zero. However, when the output current is bigger than the
maximum value, the impedance increases linearly with the current. The impedance has
two terms: the virtual impedance proportional gain KpRVI and the virtual impedance ratio
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σX/R. The first one is related to steady state current limitation and the second to system
dynamics. The tuning method of these parameters can be found in [26]. A general control
diagram of this method is depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. First method TVI control scheme.

The second method is an evolution from the first method, and the only difference
is related to the way the maximum current is estimated. This method takes into account
inverter limitations when it is injecting a current with non-fundamental components, such
as positive and negative sequences [27]. Thus, in order to consider current limitations,
sequence elliptical maximums are considered. The general control diagram of this method
is shown in Figure 8.
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An example similar to this method can be found in [28], and details about how to
estimate the current limit with positive and negative sequence components are in [29].

In this second method, first the current is separated in sequences using a sequence
separation method (SSM). Then, with the current separated in sequences, the module of
each sequence is estimated, Equations (8) and (9).

|Imod|+ =

√(
I+d
)2

+
(

I+q
)2 (8)

|Imod|− =

√(
I−d
)2

+
(

I−q
)2 (9)

Along with the module, the angle of each sequence is also estimated, Equations (10)
and (11)

α+I = atan

(
I+q
I+d

)
(10)

α−I = atan

(
I−q
I−d

)
(11)
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This information provides the positions of the positive and negative sequence current
vectors, as shown in Figure 9. These two vectors are rotating in the opposite direction from
each other, and in each period they draw an ellipse, Figure 10a.
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The width and height parameters of an ellipse are called the semi-major (A) and semi-
minor (B) axes. The semi-major axis is the longest semi-diameter, while the semi-minor
axis is a line segment that is at right angles with the semi-major axis. Considering the
ellipse positive and negative vectors drawn in each period, the semi-major axis (A) and
the semi-minor axis (B) that define the ellipse will be the sum of the positive and negative
sequences when the vectors are in phase and in counter-phase, respectively, Equations (12)
and (13).

A = |Imod|+ + |Imod|− (12)

B = |Imod|+ − |Imod|− (13)

Finally, the angle of the ellipse (α1) is the angle of the semi-major axis (A), where the
two sequences align (14).

α1 =
α+I + α−I

2
(14)

The projections of the ellipse in each phase (RST) define the maximum current flowing
through each of them in a period, Figure 10b.
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The projection on the horizontal axis is related to the phase R. For the estimation of
the projections in phases S and T, the ellipse is rotated 120◦ and −120◦; thus, it is possible
to obtain the expressions of the projections of each phase:

Rpeak =
√

A2Cos2
(
α1
)
+ B2Sin2

(
α1
)

(15)

Speak =

√
A2Cos2

(
α1 −

(
2π

3

))
+ B2Sin2

(
α1 −

(
2π

3

))
(16)

Tpeak =

√
A2Cos2

(
α1 +

(
2π

3

))
+ B2Sin2

(
α1 +

(
2π

3

))
(17)

Finally, the peak value is obtained by comparing the maximum of each three phases
and selecting the biggest value:

Ipeak = max
(

Rpeak, Speak, Tpeak

)
(18)

The last method proposes a novel control structure for the TVI with separated and
configurable thresholds and gains for each sequence. As the negative sequence has the
priority, a threshold (INEG_MAX) for the negative sequence to activate a negative sequence
impedance is added. For the positive sequence, the same peak value as for the second
method is used. This peak threshold value considers also the injected negative current; so,
by setting a negative current threshold lower than the maximal value, the negative priority
is limited to that value. As a result, the positive sequence current is not limited directly,
and it will pass through the headroom capacity left out by the NS current. The control
diagram of the proposed method is depicted in Figure 11.
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6. Simulation Results

In this section, the three different methods for current limiting a grid forming inverter
presented in the previous section are compared under unbalanced voltages and faults.
Thus, based on the inverter control presented Figure 1 and control parameters shown in
Table 4, two different events have been simulated: a 6% continuous unbalanced voltage
and a type C fault.

Table 4. Inverter controller main parameters.

Parameter Value Unite

Active power droop gain (mp) 0.01 -
Reactive power droop gain (nq) 0.01 -

KpRVI 1.8 pu
σX/R 0.8 pu

Kp Inner voltage loop 7 pu
Ki Inner voltage loop 1.16 pu
Kp Inner current loop 0.14 pu
Ki Inner current loop 0.6 pu

For the continuous unbalanced voltage, an operation point with low voltage (0.88 pu)
at normal operation is selected arbitrarily in order to have a significant, positive sequence
current when the unbalance starts. If the method shows good results at permanent un-
balance, as the next step, the method is tested under a type C fault with a 0.5 pu depth.
This is equivalent to a single-phase fault at the high-voltage side of the transformer, or a
two-phase fault at the inverter terminals [30].

A type C fault with a depth “h” generates positive and negative components described
in Table 5, where V is the pre fault voltage module.

Table 5. Fault C components in sequences depending on the fault depth.

Fault Type Zero Positive Negative

C V0 = 0 V+ = V · (1 + h)/2 V− = V · (1 − h)/2

The three TVI methods have been evaluated under the first event. However, as the
first method does not show good enough results, the type C fault is not applied to this
method.

6.1. Simulation Results: TVI Threshold without Sequence Separation (First Method)

With this method, the injected current at unbalances is not controlled. It depends
on the inverter and the line impedance. This negative sequence can be seen as a 100 Hz
oscillation at the current module (two times faster than the RST frequency) in Figure 12.
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So, when the maximum current surpasses the TVI current threshold with a 100 Hz os-
cillation (Figure 13a), the virtual impedance actuates intermittently (Figure 14b), behaving
as a non-linear load.
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Figure 14. FFT of the R phase current under a permanent 6% unbalanced voltage (a) without TVI activation and (b) first
method TVI activation.

This non-linear behaviour injects non-desired harmonics to the grid. In Figure 14 it
is possible to see the FFT of the current without the TVI actuation and when the TVI is
actuating. This solution does limit the current but generates perturbations. Looking at the
THD, this solution changes the THD of the phase R current from <2% to 5.9%.

Looking at the FFT, the virtual impedance behaves very similar to a non-linear square
signal (components at all the odd harmonics with a decreasing amplitude, Equation (19)).

x(t) =
4
π

∞

∑
k=1

sin(2π(2k− 1) f t)
2k− 1

(19)

The three-phase RST current signals related to the FFT (Figure 14b) are shown in
Figure 15. The amplitude of the perturbation generated by the TVI depends on the
impedance module and the unbalanced currents.
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6.2. Simulation Results: TVI Threshold with Ipeak Based Sequence Separation (Second Method)

With this second method, the injected current at unbalance is not controlled either;
it also depends on the inverter impedance and the line impedance. However, the peak
current is estimated taking into account the negative sequence, and the peak current is
relatively constant independently of the amount of negative sequence current, Figure 16.
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The TVI actuation is linear with the peak current, and the 100 Hz oscillation is not
seen. The three-phase RST current signals are shown in Figure 17. The amplitude of the
current reduction is similar in all the phases, and it is possible to see the same sinusoidal
shape when the TVI is activated.
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Figure 17. RST currents under permanent 6% unbalanced voltage (solid line) without TVI activation
and (dashed line) second method TVI activation.
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This solution does not cause further perturbations while limiting the current. Looking
at the FFT of the current without the TVI actuation and when the TVI is actuating, the FFT
confirms a similar harmonic content in both cases, Figure 18.
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Once the ability to limit the output current below the inverter maximum value with
smooth transition, stable operation and without generating further disturbances is vali-
dated, the ability to support the grid voltage reducing unbalances is evaluated. To evaluate
this characteristic, the grid forming inverter model is tested against the second event: a
0.5 pu type C fault, Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Grid forming inverter at a 50% type C asymmetric fault, 350 ms. (a) Positive and negative voltage modules;
(b) positive and negative active and reactive power.

Looking at Figure 19b it is possible to see how the injected negative reactive power
is increasing during the fault, but the negative sequence voltage increases in amplitude
during the fault as well instead of being reduced (Figure 19a).

So, apart from the current limitation, a grid-connected inverter should have voltage
support capability when faults occur at the grid in terms of positive sequence voltage
increase and negative sequence voltage elimination [31]. This last requirement is not met
in this case.

6.3. Simulation Results: Proposed Novel TVI Solution (Third Method)

With the proposed method, the TVI has two different threshold values:

• A maximum negative current, below this value the negative current flows to the
inverter depending on the inverter impedance and the line impedance;

• A maximum peak current value. This peak current is the same as in the previous
method and takes into account the negative sequence current also.

Thus, the TVI actuation is linear with the peak current, and the harmonic content of
the current is not modified significantly with the TVI, Figure 20.
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Figure 20. FFT of the R phase current under permanent 6% unbalanced voltage (a) without TVI activation and (b) proposed
TVI method activation.

So, once ensured that this method limits adequately the output current, as with the
previous method, the ability to support the grid voltage reducing unbalances is evaluated.
The simulation results of the grid forming inverter against a 0.5 pu type C fault are shown
in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Grid forming inverter at a 50% type C asymmetric fault, 350 ms. (a) Positive and negative voltage modules
(comparative between second and proposed TVI method). (b) Positive and negative active and reactive power.

This time, the negative sequence voltage is not increased during the fault, and the
negative reactive power has the opposite sign. During the fault, the inverter injects positive
and negative sequence currents supporting the positive sequence voltage (by increasing it)
and reducing the negative sequence voltage.

Furthermore, as this new TVI strategy has two independent TVI thresholds and two
independent virtual impedance values, it provides to the grid forming inverter the ability
to shape the desired performance during faults. In Figures 22 and 23, for the same type
C fault, two different TVI settings are shown in order to show the different performances
during faults. The higher the negative sequence current threshold, the larger the negative
current. However, as the total output current is thermally limited, the share of the negative
sequence current is increased at the expenses of the positive sequence current reduction.
As a consequence, the positive sequence voltage is supported with less current, and the
positive voltage drop is deeper. So, the configuration should find a compromise between
positive voltage support and the negative sequence voltage reduction.

Looking at Figure 23b it is possible to see that both settings inject to the grid similar
positive sequence active power during faults. However, the positive reactive power shows
a significant reduction when the negative sequence threshold is higher, i.e., when the
available current is mainly directed to the negative sequence.
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7. Conclusions

The use of the peak current instead of the current module for the TVI activation
avoids its non-linear behaviour when limiting unbalanced currents. This change is almost
transparent and can be used with any TVI control structure.

Many virtual impedance methods use two components to control the performance of
the impedance during faults, such as the virtual impedance proportional gain RVI and the
virtual impedance ratio XVI. In a similar manner, this new TVI strategy provides to the grid
forming inverter the ability to shape the desired performance during unbalanced faults
by adding new variables. These new variables allow a more accurate control of the TVI in
sequences to define the share of current directed to support positive and negative sequence
voltage. This division is not made directly; a negative current threshold and an absolute
current threshold are used. Both of them are coordinated with negative sequence current
priority. The absolute threshold value considers also the injected negative current; so, by
setting a negative current threshold to the absolute value, the negative priority is achieved.

The reactive power behaviour during faults and permanent unbalanced voltages
showed the desired performance in simulation. However, this paper does not pay special
attention to the active power behaviour during faults. So, the proposed method should
be tested more extensively in order to verify its correct performance related to the active
power. Regarding the required active power behaviour during faults, there are still open
points, such as the de-synchronization problem when limiting the output current and the
post fault re-synchronization time. Ideally, the TVI should also address those issues.
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